
Fleet Safety
Vessellink offers prevention-focused vessel safety management.  
A system that never sleeps keeps your vessel safe 24/7.  
And through data-based safety improvement training, continuous 
safety improvement activities are possible.

Safety

Ship Accident Prediction Alert 

Crew Behavior Alert

The ship accident prediction alert function combines the location and depth information collected in real time from the ship, 
weather, map, and route information to identify situations that hinder ship safety during ship operation and provide real-time 
alarms to ship managers.

By analyzing the actions of the crews photographed on the ship with AI technology, we ensure the safety of the ship by warning of 
the dangerous situations of the crew and the actions that hinder the operation of the ship.

Provides notifications by 
detecting bad weather that 
affects vessel navigation 
safety.

Real-time alerts when a 
vessel is suspected of sailing 
in a hazardous area where it 
may be stranded.

Records entry and exit events  
in a dangerous areas and 
areas of interest designated 
by the user and provides 
notifications.

Bad Weather Alert UKC Alert

Real-time monitoring 
whether the ship deviated 
from the planned route and 
sending a notification to the 
shore manager. 

Off Course Alert

BRIDGE MONITORING

ALARM NOTIFICATION

ENGINE ROOM MONITORING

LIVE VIDEO

Interesting Area Alert

!
Off Course Alert
The Zsea Heaven deviates from its passage  
plan by 14.3 Nm and sails into a hazardous 
area.

The Zsea Heaven deviates from its 
passage plan by 14.3 Nm and sails into a 
hazardous area.

The Zsea Heaven is approaching the 
vicinity of Typhoon No.21 NYATOH.

There is a risk that The Zsea Heaven 
will run aground within 10NM. The Zsea Heaven has entered  

a dangerous area.

Off Course Alert Bad Weather Alert UKC Alert

Engine room workers need to be careful about  
wearing helmets.

Engine room workers need to be careful about  
wearing helmets.

No Safety Helmets

No Safety Helmets

Interesting Area Alert

BRIDGE MONITORING ENGINE ROOM MONITORING
Real-time video analysis of dangerous 
situations such as falling, sitting, away, and no 
movement of crew.

Analysis of videos/images related to worker 
safety, such as statistics on the wearing of 
safety helmets and falls of workers in the 
engine room.

Real-time Video
Provides historical and real-time video 
control

Engine room workers need to be careful about  
wearing helmets.
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ALARM NOTIFICATION
Provides alarm and statistical reports


